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                  Find out what's happening near you.


Search your local events and reserves
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                  Our work gives young people, children and families a chance to reconnect with the wildlife on their doorstep - why not take a look at what you can join in with? 
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                  There are a range of ways you can help local wildlife 


Help protect the counties precious wildlife today
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                  Can you help our local wildlife and wild places? From protecting vulnerable wildlife, to improving precious habitats, find out about the projects and appeals that need your support.


Donate to an appeal
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            Fit for purpose? Reflections on emerging agriculture policy – will it help arrest the climate and ecological emergency? 

        

        

    
    
        Ellie Brodie, Head of Land Management for Wildlife Trust's national office, takes a look at how the Agriculture Bill and recent Defra policy statements are stacking up for wildlife and wild…
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        Yesterday the Government released the new National Planning Policy Framework for England. And the good news is that Local Wildlife Sites are back in!
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        Hampshire & Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust is incredibly disappointed by the government’s announcement that reintroducing wildlife species is “not a priority”.
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        Thanks to a Wildlife Trust campaign, Local Wildlife Sites have been reinstated in the National Planning Policy Framework as sites on which development should be restricted.
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